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Trainingkit ABC— modular concept 
for teaching pneumatics and PLC 

SUM teknik AB offers several concepts for training in automation tech-

nologies. By TrainingKit ABC the student can learn step-by-step from 

basic penumatics up to PLC-exercises. By kit A various pneumatics are 

combined as different functions accordning to drawings, photos and 

descriptions. By kit B the components in kit A are combined to 

electropneumatics. In kit C the components in kit A and B are extended 

by new modules to enable building various stations with different 

functionalities. The applications are normally connected to a PLC (can 

also be provided including trainingmaterials for that as well —optional). 

I wide variety of pneumatics make the concept ideal for trainingefforts 

that focus on pneumatics. The kits are supplied in-

cluding trainingmaterial on disc. 
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In TrainingKit ABC there are 3 kits that can be 

bought separately.  

Kit A is used for teaching pneumatics and include a 

wide variety of pneumatical components. Cylinders, 

valves, sensors, airhandling, mechanical fittings etc 

are included in a bag with a natural place for each 

module (a layout shows were they belong). They are 

assembled on an aluminium baseplate using thum-

bwheelscrews and various plates etc to enable te-

aching at a componentlevel as well as teaching funct-

ions. 

Kit B extend the concept by electrical functions. 

Electromagnetical valves (3/2, 5/2, 5/3 directional 

valves, throttles and most of the common types are 

included).   

Kit C includes modules to create applications. 

Vacuumgripper, fingergripper, magazine etc enables 

the possibility to build various stations with the 

same modules.  

When you use the concept, you start by basic 

pneumatical training including all the common types 

of components. In that step the concept works as a 

standard pneumatical board. After that the modules 

are combined to build various stations to make diffe-

rent kinds of funtions. A station might be performed 

by a pistonless shuttlecylinder in one case and with 

a doublecylindermodule in the other case. The diffe-

rent solutions can be tested, analysed and compared.  

When building stations normally kit B and kit C are 

necassary to enable the use of PLC to control the 

functions. The PLC can be programmed neutrally 

using for instance Automgen (can convert to diffe-

rent PLC:s etc) or by a specific PLC-brand and type. 

Also HMI-functions can be added in both thoose so-

lutions (Human Machine Interface). We can supply 

trainingmaterials for that part also. The kits can be 

combined with the other TrainingKits and also by 

robots etc. 

 

We also offer prebuilt stations based upon the mo-

dules in TrainingKit ABC. For instance we have the 

doubleelevator that makes a god station for learning 

PLC-programming, HMI-configuration, trou-

bleshooting etc. Ready-to-use examples are included 

for Automgen, Siemens step7 classic and TIA etc. 

Also documentation are included (on disc). 


